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ROLLER BLINDS & PANEL BLINDS

Discover Style

BRIGHT SUNSET
Romantic and gentle

DONNA 4-2587 I R_03 bracket

The perfect style for all you romantics out there. Bright 
Sunset is sure to put you in a good mood with its gor-
geous shades of red, orange and yellow, while giving 
your home a cosy feel at the same time.  

Title: Roller blind R_03 HELIOS 3-3293 and 
panel blind SELENE 3-3319, 3-3320, 3-3321

The new DISCOVER STYLE collection of roller blinds 
and panel blinds from MHZ opens up a wealth of de-
sign possibilities. Discover this great combination of 
inspiration, functionality and aesthetics and give your 
rooms their own unique style.



INDUSTRIAL GREY
Stylish and charismatic

WOODEN STYLES
Minimalist and cosy

SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE
Timeless beauty –

PURE ESSENCE
Elegant and understated

TESSA 3-2360 I Carat_24 SEA-TEX® 4-2292 I R_04 bracket KATI 4-2392 I Carat_24OBITO 3-1209 I R_03 bracket

The SEA-TEX® fabric is part of the MHZ Green Stories 
range and is made from recycled plastic collected from 
shorelines. It’s an extremely high-quality textile with a 
distinctly vibrant look – and a mission to make the world 
a little bit better every day.

Incredibly cool, irresistibly natural – this style brings the 
cosiness of textiles into your home. Warm sand tones 
and airy prints enhance your space with a special fl air.

Shades of grey bring harmony into your living space. 
Perfect for mixing and matching, they’re an all-time 
favourite amongst neutral colours. They ooze elegance 
and quality, give a sense of balance and blend con-
trasts together. 

No other colour is as graceful as white. It makes rooms 
appear brighter and larger, creating an atmosphere 
that is calm and modern.




